Vision
We seek to create leaders in genetic-related healthcare who practice at the highest level, mentor others in the field and educate the community about genetic health.

- innovative training that prepares GCs to expand genomics in healthcare
- graduates are leaders in genetics related healthcare
- to provide the rigorous education necessary for genetic counselors to practice at the highest level of their field, fostering respect and meeting needs among health care professionals, scientists and patients
- creating leaders for the genetics counseling profession
- integral to all areas on genomic health care
- graduates will be experts in the community educating consumers about genetic health
- to create the best genetic counselors in the field
- foster the development of future leader in genetic in medicine
- our graduates are equipped to become effective counselors and mentors

Mission:
Our mission is to provide outstanding education in genetics research and healthcare focused on creating knowledgeable, interpersonally-skilled healthcare professionals.

- Training counselors expert in empathy and knowledge
- Prepare knowledgeable, interpersonally-skilled genetics healthcare professionals
- Provide excellent training in genomic healthcare
- Provide optimal education in training genetic experts in research and healthcare
- train outstanding future leaders in the GC field through didactic education, experiential learning and research practice
- train diverse genomic professionals with knowledge, skills and passion
- provide the foundations in genetics necessary for future genetic counselors
- to train our graduates to be knowledgeable and compassionate genetic counselors
- train counselors to provide exceptional care today and innovative solution for tomorrow
- train graduates in the interpretation and communication of genomic results